FileMaker 12 Functions for Typinator

This Typinator set provides abbreviations for all functions available in FileMaker 12.

Version:	1.0
Release Date:	2012-10-30
Requirements:	Typinator 5.1 or newer
Author:	Ergonis Software

Usage

Just type the function name bracketed with periods (.) and Typinator will insert the complete function call including the parameters.
For example, ".let." expands to "Let ({[} var1 = expression1 {; var2 = expression2...]}; calculation)".

In addition to the full function names, the set contains very short abbreviations for all Get functions. The abbreviation names for these are the concatenation of the first characters of the word parts, e.g., 
	.gcd. for Get (CurrentDate)
	.glmc. for Get (LastMessageChoice)

To avoid conflicts with other elements, three exceptions had to be made:
All GetAs... functions start with "gas" instead with just "ga"
All GetSystem... functions start with "gsy" instead with just "gs"
Some entries require an additional character to uniquely trigger the correct expansion,  e.g.,  .gassi. for GetActiveSelectionSize and .gasst. for GetActiveSelectionStart. The shorter ambiguous abbreviation will expand to a comment that explains which more specific abbreviations you should use instead.

Finally, the set includes a couple of abbreviations for frequently used functions and  function combinations, like
	.ie. for IsEmpty (field) and
	.iie. for If (IsEmpty (field); resultOne; resultTwo)

If you are using an older version of FileMaker, feel free to download the "FileMaker 9 Function Abbreviations" set from the "Typinator Snippet Extras" sections on our Download Extras page.

If you have installed the "FileMaker 9 Function Abbreviations" set in Typinator, we recommend that you delete the older set or turn off the check box in the set list to avoid abbreviation conflicts. When you delete the old set, Typinator moves it to the Trash. If you wish to keep a backup copy, simply move the old set from the Trash to another location before you empty the Trash.
